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Rob Gittins - Thank you for 50 years of voluntary service

IAM Membership Fees

Last week I reported the 21% increase in IAM RoadSmart
membership fees. These are an a priori requirement for being a
SAM Club member. In other words, you have to have a paid up
IAM RoadSmart membership before you can become a SAM Club
member. A 21% increase in IAM RoadSmart membership fees
sounds a lot. SAM Club fees will not be going up in the year
2023/2024. In fact, the rise in IAM RoadSmart membership goes
up from 73p/week to 89p/week. That’s just 16p/week. Including
the cost of your extremely good value money SAM Club
membership, it will cost you about £1.12p/week. Real value for
money. We encourage all our members to continue their support
for both IAM RoadSmart and the SAM Club. Your continued
support helps SAM Club to fulfil its charitable purpose of helping
our local biking friends and Club members to become and remain
safe advanced riders. Thank you.
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Editorial
Photos for SAM Annual Photo Competition are rolling in. So,
remember you have to be in it to win it! I still have my beautifully
framed picture in the office in pride of place amongst my other
biking memories.

This week we start off with keeping warm. A very nice review of
heated gloves to help keep those hands nice and warm. It helps
to still be able to feel your fingers on the throttle, clutch and
brake! We move onto our ears. We heard from Intaride at the last
club night, Resonar have developed something called 8D
technology to help us hear things a bit clearer on the bike. You
can also read about the Helite e-Turtle 2 Airbag. A move away
from a tethered system is very welcome. As with all safety
systems, it is still wise to understand what it can and can't do.

Next we move on to pondering the question: should new drivers
ride a moped for six months? Given that statistics tell us that
young drivers are more at risk of mishap, maybe riding two
wheels for a while will help them to drive safer. After all biker's
continue to outperform drivers on the UK's DVLA tests. A
testament to trainers and the motivation of new riders for sure,
but when riding a bike, there is probably a lot more being learnt
about roadcraft than when the learner is sitting inside a vehicle.
In addition, there is a good article on why motorcyclists make
excellent drivers. An interesting read. As are the pros and cons of
owning a motorcycle when you are a student. I know this might
be a struggle to remember for some of you. A very nice article
exploring the pros and cons of owning a bike when life is a
struggle to get the next assignment into the teacher on time.
Staying with the road use theme, the RAC are calling on the UK
government to reduce EV charging costs by decoupling the price
of gas and electricity.
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Onto my favourite topic, motorcycling history. This week you have
two articles to read. Well, I couldn't decide which one to use, so
you've got both! Read about a very rare production motorcycle. It
marks the development from steam driven vehicles  to fossil
fuelled machines and ran with the help of rubber bands! A
fascinating story. The last story is about 'The Mule', and
affectionately named 1933 Velocette. Happy reading.

SAM ANNUAL PHOTO COMPETITION

Subject: Bikes, Biking & Bikers

Closing date: 12mn 20th March 2023

Email entries to: sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike

Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
It’s really easy to stay in touch with your Club! We provide
emails, a website and use social media accounts for you to
contact us. All of which is free of any cost to the Club. If you are
not getting the Club information circulated, or simply want to tell
us something, just let us know at
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be happy to ensure that we
stay in touch with you. You can also now sign up for Club emails
on the SAM website. You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking
the link in any SAM Club email.

Paul Conway
Editor & Webmaster, Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists
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Biking News Online

This example may be the earliest
one still in existence in 2023.
World’s Oldest Production
Motorcycle Sells For $212,000 At
Auction. The early days of
motorcycling were a wild time.
From strapping engines to the

frames of unsuspecting bicycles, to steam-powered velocipedes,
people were eager to find new and improved ways to get around.
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New technological frontiers are typically a time of great
experimentation, and this era in motorcycling was certainly no
different. Read more

Outside of warm spring and
summer days, a pair of warm
motorcycle gloves are essential.
Not just for comfort, but for safety
as well. And when it comes to
keeping your hands warm,
protected and able to function in
cold weather conditions, there’s
nothing better than having a
quality pair of heated motorcycle gloves. That’s why we decided
to try out the ‘WarmMe Heated Motorcycle Race Gloves’ from
Italian firm Capit (Tyre warmer provider for race teams, heated
clothing, etc) and put them through their paces. Read more

Open your ears to danger:
Listening device aimed at boosting
rider safety. Sound plays an
integral part in how you perceive
your surroundings when you are
out on the bike, but helmets and
earplugs limit the amount of
information you can gather. Now

that could be about to change. Tech firm Resonar have developed
something called bat 8D auditory technology which does not
amplify or modify surrounding sounds, but instead aims to
restore your ability to hear them naturally. The company’s Michel
Wehe told MCN: “In our global race towards protective innovation
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and technological advancement, it seems we forgot about one of
the most fundamental of senses.” Read more

GOVERNMENT CALLED ON TO
REDUCE EV CHARGING COSTS
BY "DECOUPLING" GAS &
ELECTRIC

The RAC and EV campaign
group, FairCharge, have
requested the UK government
"decouple" the price of electricity and gas in order to reduce
charging costs.

EV campaign group FairCharge and the RAC calling on the
Government to reinforce its support for the switch to electric
vehicles by separating the wholesale price of electricity from gas.

Electricity prices continue to be set by the global price of gas,
which has increased electricity bills, and possibly affected the
enthusiasm of motorists to switch to electric motorcycles and cars
due to much higher charging costs, the RAC says. Read more

Should new drivers be made to
ride a moped for six months?

According to Brake, the road
safety charity, one in five drivers
crash within a year of passing
their test. They also say that
over 1,500 young drivers are

seriously injured, or worse, on UK roads every year. So what can
be done about it? Well it’s difficult to argue that the driving test
isn’t fit for purpose, since it’s more involved now than it’s ever
been. And cars themselves tend to be a lot safer these days. So
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really, one of the only things to tackle is the drivers themselves.
We all know that motorcyclists make the best car drivers, so
perhaps there’d be some positive results if new drivers were
made to spend some time riding a moped before they could take
their test… Read more

Why motorcyclists make
excellent drivers Not every
motorcyclist is an excellent
driver. Some of us are rubbish, but
I’d say the majority of us are
really good at it. Let’s face it, we
motorbike boys and girls are good at most things, but in
particular, we’re good at driving. But what makes us so fantastic
at it? Is it a God-given gift? Or has riding motorcycles sharpened
all the right senses, honed all the right skills and taught us all the
tricks that truly make us the kings, queens and non-gender
specific monarchs of the road? This is why I think motorcyclists
make excellent drivers. Read more

Is Motorcycling in the UK Dangerous?
In the United Kingdom, motorcyclists
account for roughly 1% of all road
users yet account for approximately
20% of all deaths in recent years. This
means that you’re 57 times more

likely to be injured than if you were riding in a car. The number
one cause of motorcycle injuries is a vehicle’s driver not looking
properly. Second comes incorrect movement, which causes 19%
of all bike accidents. Think Bike campaigns are great at resolving
issue No. 1, which is that drivers on roads around junctions don’t
take the necessary precautions to save lives. Read more
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Helite e-Turtle 2 Airbag Review

Helite was founded in 2002 by
Gérard Thevenot, a French engineer
who specialized in fluid mechanics
and was passionate about light
aeronautics (ULM, hang gliders,
paramotors). The high accident rate
in these sports led him to look for
solutions for pilot protection, and so
a first patent was filed for individual protection airbags.

As airbag technology applies to all high-risk activities, Helite has
become an expert in this field, dedicating itself exclusively to the
development of individual protection systems. Helite airbags are
already used in a wide variety of fields such as motorcycling,
horse riding, cycling, health, aeronautics, and industrial work;
they are also highly appreciated in top-level sports. Review more

Pros and Cons of Owning a
Motorbike as a Student. For
students looking for a convenient
and cost-effective way to get
around, owning a motorbike can
be a great option. However, before
making a decision, it’s important
to consider both the pros and cons

of this mode of transportation. In this blog post, we will explore
the benefits and drawbacks of owning a motorbike as a student,
giving you all the information you need to make an informed
decision. From increased freedom and style to the cost of
licensing and insurance, and the risks involved in riding, we will
cover it all. Read more
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MY 1933 VELOCETTE KTT MKIV:
'THE MULE' Owning a Velocette KTT
had been the object of my desire for
many years, having read copious
stories about them, and occasionally
seen genuine examples.  Velocette’s
production racing model has always been relatively expensive
(compared to a road-going Velocette), and only 1000 were built
between 1929 and 1950, when the last KTT rolled out of Veloce
Ltd’s Hall Green, Birmingham factory.  The evolution of the KTT is
a story in itself, as over its 20-year production run, enormous
changes were made from the original 1928 MkI model with its
rigid frame, 3-speed gearbox, and all-iron engine, to the last
MkVIII models of 1938-49, which pioneered the swingarm rear
suspension with shock absorber units, although they kept their
girder forks to the end, as they simply steered better!  The
factory kept building ‘works’ racers for a few more years with
telescopic forks, and took the 1949 and 1950 350cc World
Championships. Read more
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SAM Meetings

SAM Club Saturday Meetings, Meadowhall Retail Park
9am every Saturday throughout the year.

Come and join us - you know you want to ride!

Next SAM Club night: 6th March
2023 meet at 7.30pm for an
8pm start at Treeton Miners
Welfare, Arundel St, Treeton,
Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

Always carry your FREE Biker I.C.E.
Card. It gives emergency services staff
vital information about the right
treatment for you, should you be
involved in an accident. Don’t forget to

update it if your health and/or social circumstances change. SAM
Club - dedicated to helping YOU to be a safer rider.
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SAM Members FREE Spring Breakfast
15th April 2023 → 9.00am – 10.15am

The Moorlands Baslow Road, Owler bar Sheffield S17 3BQ
ALL SAM members, family and friends are welcome to join us.
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Whiteknights Blood Bikers
Whiteknights Yorkshire Blood Bikes would like to hear from

people who are able to become volunteer
fundraisers for this vital charity that
benefits patients in Yorkshire.

Please get In touch. Even if you can only
spare an hour to volunteer for us - we
really need people to help us. Hope to
hear from you soon.

Message us through Facebook or email:
fundraising@whiteknights.org.Uk

Here are our statistics for January 2023. Over 5000 miles
travelled with an estimated savings to the NHS of £10,000.
Without our voluntary service   transporting items free of charge
for the NHS out of hours, it can face considerable costs. These
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savings are replicated by other Blood Bike charities across
England and Wales. #bloodbikes

Another Friday , another National
relay contribution from
Whiteknights.

We collected a FMT sample from
Mike of SSCBB at Barlborough  and
delivered to EVS driver Shabnam at
wetherby and also collected a
coagulation sample that went back
to the Royal Hallamshire 145 miles
in total. Well done Ian from
Whiteknights South Yorkshire team.
#bloodbikes
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South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

Our helpline is staffed until 9pm today. It is
staffed by our fantastic volunteers and they
are very good at listening.

If you have been affected by a road traffic
collision and would like to speak with
someone, please call our helpline.
#youarenotalone #Helpline #helplinenumber

MOTORCYCLE SAFETY :

Filtering is one of the great benefits of riding,
BUT sometimes the safer option is to
hang-back & wait for the right time.

#thinkbike #filterfriendly #CommuteSafeSY
#barnsley #doncaster #sheffield #rotherham

"I'm a really good driver. I can do two things
at once."

About 80% of drivers think they're better than
average, but hundreds still get proved wrong
every year. #mondaymood

STAND UP FOR SAFE ROADS:

Most people agree that all use of
mobiles while driving, including hand
free kits, is dangerous so don't be
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afraid to stand up for hanging up:
https://www.gov.uk/.../att03-attitudes-and-behaviour...

#StandingUpForHangingUp

BetheBest – we have created a generic logo to
encourage all riders to take additional training
in one format or another; such as IAM,
BikeSafe or ERS. The new logo and
#BetheBest tagline has been printed on
promotional snoods to promote the campaign
(available at SAM Club Nights). The snoods
have been produced in a series of different

motorbike brand colours, (Red, Orange, Green and Blue), to test
if this approach is more appealing to riders.

Kevin Williams

For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have known
that the most common collision
between a motorcycle and another
vehicle happens when the motorcyclist
has right-of-way and another driver
turns into the rider’s path. All the way
back in 1977, US researcher Harry

Hurt stated:

“The most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…  Also, see all Kevin’s posts at
ko-fi.com/survivalskills.
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LAST WEEK’S ROUND-UP

*** TIPS on TUESDAY *** Daft tips
from bikers to bikers #6

"My husband taught me to pull in
the clutch and rev my engine to
draw attention"

When? If "you see a car waiting to
pull out and you're not sure if
they've seen you, a quick 'rev' is
enough to get their attention and
stop an accident". Read more

*** ELEVENSES ***
Elevenses 312 Wed 8
February - motorcycle news,
tips & views. In today's
show... biker robbed at knife
point on Canvey Island by
pair on another
motorcycle... 400,000
drivers hit with school street fines in 2022... DVSA claim missing
motorcycle entitlement 'rare'... Clevedon coun...Read more

*** FOCUS ON FRIDAY ***
Preventing slips and lapses -
distraction. Over the last two
weeks I've been expanding on the
theme of a recent study into
crashes in New Zealand that found
that whilst there ARE substantial
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numbers of fatal crashes caused actions including drunk driving
and extreme speed, ...Read more

*** SKILLS ON SATURDAY *** Situational
Awareness pt 3 - observation fails.
Situational awareness is a term that's far
more popular in aviation than it is in road
safety, yet the parallels are clear. If pilots
search and understand their environment
in order to anticipate the events that will
happen...Read more

IAM RoadSmart News

Road Trip Essentials

Are you planning a romantic road
trip this Valentine’s Day? Or
maybe a family getaway over half
term? Whilst planning your route,
packing your bags, and making
sure your home is secured before

you set off, do you make sure that you and your car are fully
prepared for your long drive? More information

Meet SLAM’s Youngest
Advanced Rider With his love of
motorbikes starting at the age
of 10, after his dad passed his
IAM RoadSmart Advanced Rider
course in 2013, Niall caught the
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bug for all things two-wheels. More information

This next road trip takes
place in the beautiful Welsh
countryside. The Wye
Valley is an exhilarating
route that shows you the
best Wales has to offer.
You’ll almost certainly see
some free-roaming sheep

along the way! Find out more
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It's always amazing to
hear feedback from our
members about their IAM
RoadSmart journey! The
Advanced Course is not
only an enjoyable
experience where you
improve your road safety.
But, as Mo says, it's a
great gift too. If you've
been considering doing
this yourself or treating a
loved one, why not go for
it? Find out more
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Are you looking for Northern
Ireland's road trip must-sees?
This road trip will take you to
the Marble Arch caves before
visiting Lough, the largest lake
in the British Isles. Don’t miss
the Giant’s Causeway along the

way! Find out more

Baroness Randerson,
the leader on Transport
in the House of Lords
for the Lib Dems,
questioned what
assessment the
Government has made
of the research by IAM
RoadSmart Interacting
with Android Auto and Apple CarPlay when driving. You can read
the full response here

The iconic Dorset coast offers
some of the most stunning
scenery in the UK. From
Lulworth Cove to Durdle Door,
this is the perfect spot to
rediscover your love of driving
or riding. You could even grab a

luxurious cream tea along the way. Find out more
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Want to become a better rider? Our Advanced Riding Course
can help. The roads can be a
dangerous place, even for the
most alert and cautious
riders. While you can never be
100% safe, becoming an
advanced rider will equip you
with the skills to correctly
anticipate, and plan for, the
hazards you encounter on your rides. Find out more

SAM members have you got some news to share? Send it to
sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike and share it with all your SAM
Club friends...

Stay healthy and ride safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152

Saturday Meetings are for club members, observers, associates
and ANY biker interested in taking an advanced rider course.
Meetings are usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise
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● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

Being a member of the SAM Club
To be a member of the SAM Club you MUST also be a current
member of IAM RoadSmart. As a registered UK charity the SAM
Club has charitable objectives to provide advanced motorcycle
education and training. Our charity has to abide by the national
standards, testing and liability insurance cover to continue these
activities. Liability insurance ensures that, within the events
covered, both the SAM Club, its Trustees and members are
safeguarded against most untoward events; this includes all
formal training and social events.  Also, the SAM Club is dedicated
to promoting the education and training of bikers in advanced
riding knowledge and skills, both locally and nationally. At a total
cost of £50/year, i.e. 96p/week, you help ALL your fellow bikers
to improve their riding knowledge and skills. Thank you.

Associates: SAM’s highly trained, dedicated, self-funding,
volunteer Observers, meet all their own expenditure in providing
your training. When you go out on observed rides with your
Observer, we are asking you to donate £10 to offset a little of
their running costs in helping you to become an advanced
motorcycle rider. Thank you.

Extra bits
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● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 22nd February 2023
● Next SAM Club Night: 6th March meet at 7.30pm for an

8pm start Treeton Miners Welfare, Arundel St, Treeton,
Rotherham S60 5PW, UK

● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the
basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.

● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT
getting SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then
send a request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are

you making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested
in biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to
be an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter & Instagram.
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What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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Club Merchandise
“YOU can proudly support YOUR Club”
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